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Abstract

This article explores the application of the phonological notion of underspecification to syntactic features. Two notions of feature underspecification are introduced, $\alpha$-specification and $\emptyset$-specification. The proposal is supported with data from agreement in relative clauses in various dialects of French. It is argued that the agreement features of $C^0$ can be partly transparent ($\alpha$-value) or opaque ($\emptyset$-value). The system of transparent and opaque syntactic features is then compared to transparent and opaque vowel harmony systems (van der Hulst and van de Weyer 1993). An Attribute - Value system for the representation of features might allow for a feature theory that is accessible as a module of the grammar to both syntax and phonology.

1. Syntactic underspecification

Recently there have been some interesting attempts to extend the phonological notion of feature underspecification (for example Archangeli 1984) to features of syntactic agreement. Burzio (1989) has made use of the notion of underspecification to describe the parameterization of anaphors across languages, and van Gelderen (1992) argues that Dutch het 'it' and Middle English it are...
unspecified for number. Kayne (1989) has argued in favor of an underspecified analysis of English so-called “third person” -s (Rain falls), suggesting that this morpheme does not mark [3rd person] but [+sg] in English. Kayne argues that first and second person are unmarked for number. Vanden Wyngaerd (1993) discusses Kayne’s proposal, and convincingly argues that unmarkedness of features has to be represented by zero marked features, which can be taken to be [0 number, 1st person] in the case of I. Similarly, third person -s should be [+sg, 0 person, 0 gender]. Vanden Wyngaerd (1993: 164) shows that unmarkedness cannot correspond to the mere absence of features, since the mere absence of features cannot give rise to a feature clash. Vanden Wyngaerd (1993) argues that in you sing the [2nd person, +pl] you co-occurs with the bare form of the verb which is unmarked for features. Since in this case the absence of common features does not give rise to a feature clash, there should not be a feature clash either in the co-occurrence of [1st person] I and [+sg] -s in *I sings. Vanden Wyngaerd concludes therefore that the absence of number in the feature specification of I should be marked by a zero number feature that would clash with [+sg] -s, on the plausible assumption that agreement requires strict identity of features. A feature [0 number] (= Vanden Wyngaerd’s 1993 [0 sg]) would certainly clash with [+sg] -s.

The idea to extend phonological feature theory to syntactic feature theory dates back to the very beginnings of generative grammar. An interesting question is to what extent this conceptual similarity between underspecification in the syntax and underspecification in phonology reflects intrinsic properties of the representation of features in the language faculty. If phonology and syntax both make use of underspecified features, then the notion of underspecification itself, and, more generally, feature theory itself, might reflect a fairly deep property of the language faculty shared by representations in phonology and syntax. More specifically, the question arises as to whether the representation of features as being specified or underspecified is an intrinsic modular element of the faculty of language which is shared by planes of representation in phonology and syntax. There is no logical necessity that the answer to this question be positive: it might just as well be the case that the correspondence between (under-)specification in the syntax and (under)specification in phonology is a fairly superficial one, and that we are in the presence of two entirely different mechanisms which only share some surface similarity in that, for instance, positive and negative values of features are present. Before any strong conclusions are warranted about feature theory as a plane of representation of both phonology and syntax, it remains to be shown that underspecification in the syntax and in phonology are sufficiently alike.

It is the purpose of this article to show that syntactic and phonological underspecification are indeed sufficiently similar to allow for a positive answer to the question raised. We would first like to show that two types of under-
specified features should be distinguished in syntax and phonology. More in particular, it will be argued that there is a difference between variable underspecified features (α-features) and nonvariable underspecified features (0-features). "Nonvariable" or 0-features should be thought of as "neutral" features; they have no positive or negative value for a given feature, they simply mark the absence of a specific feature value. In terms of an Attribute - Value feature system, this means that a given feature has an Attribute specification without a Value. More specifically, a 0-feature for [person] can be represented with the Attribute [person], while a positively specified feature for person can be represented with both an Attribute and a Value [person 1st].

The second type of syntactically underspecified φ-features, which I introduced as variable underspecified features should be thought of as "chameleon-like" features, or α-valued φ-features; these features have [α person, α gender, α number] values, that is, they are sensitive to any value of person, gender, number. "Variable" or α-features do not have a value of their own; their value needs to be "filled in" by the features of the elements surrounding them. At first sight, underspecified α-valued features simply appear to be unspecified features, but I argue that their complete absence of specification plays a role in the grammar. "Variable" or α-features have no "fixed" value, but can "pass on" the features of the elements surrounding them. This can be represented in terms of an Attribute - Value system by the complete absence of an Attribute - Value set for [person]; an α-valued feature for [person] would be specified as [ ]. Again, this underspecification does not merely mean that the Attribute - Value set is simply unspecified if the Attribute - Value set were unspecified, it would mean that it plays no grammatical role whatsoever. In other words, 0-features are inherently neutral features, α-features are inherently flexible and "open" or "transparent" for the features surrounding them. This yields the following three-valued system:

(1) underspecified specified
   variable α
   non variable 0 +/-

To the extent that the distinction between 0- and α-features is justified in both syntax and phonology, there is evidence that the notion of underspecification is neither phonology-specific nor syntax-specific, and that it should be viewed as an independent module of feature representation in the language faculty which is accessible to both syntax and phonology. The system of 0-features, α-features and +/--features then can be viewed as independent of its phonological or syntactic content.

I will show that both types of underspecification are syntactically necessary and operative in the domain of agreement in C^0, that is, the familiar locus of that-trace effects in English and French que → qui alternations (Kayne 1976, Rizzi 1990). The 0/α-distinction eliminates some stipulations entailed by Rizzi's
(1990) analysis of agreement in \( C^0 \), and conforms to Chomsky’s minimalist program where all variation is reduced to morphological differences.

The first section of this paper will focus on the syntactic motivation for a distinction between 0-features and \( \alpha \)-features. Evidence for this distinction will be drawn from \( C^0 \) agreement in French (\( \text{que} \rightarrow \text{qui} \)), and from a curious that-trace effect in French matrix interrogatives. In both cases, it will be shown that Rizzi’s (1990) solution, while essentially correct, is not morphologically refined enough to capture the relevant facts. Finally, I will briefly illustrate that the distinction between 0-features and \( \alpha \)-features is also present in cases of phonological vowel harmony, although in a very different guise. This last section will be devoted to an attempt to represent the phonological and syntactic 0/\( \alpha \)-distinction in the same way.

2. On 0-features and \( \alpha \)-features in the domain of \( C^0 \)

2.1. Que → qui agreement

Rizzi (1990) claims that the that-trace effect is a case of agreement between \( 1^0 \) and \( C^0 \). A zero \( C^0 \) with Agr features appropriately head-governs a subject trace in SpecIP (2). By contrast, the \( C^0 \) that is inert for government, hence the subject trace is not appropriately head-governed, violating the Empty Category Principle (ECP). Rizzi (1990) claims that the that-trace effect thus merely is a special instance of agreement in Comp, a process present in a variety of languages from Kinande to Modern Irish.

\[
\begin{align*}
(2) & \quad \text{Who}, \text{ did you think } [CP t_i *\text{that} / \bar{\text{Ø}}-\text{AgrC}^0 [\text{AgrSubjP} t_i \text{ AgrSubj}^0 \text{ left}]] \\
(3) & \quad \text{The thing } [CP O_i \text{ that} *\bar{\text{Ø}}-\text{AgrC}^0 [\text{AgrSubjP} t_i \text{ AgrSubj}^0 \text{ happened}]] \text{ is terrible}
\end{align*}
\]

Under these assumptions, the sentence in (3) raises a problem. Why is it the case that the \( C^0 \) that can properly head-govern the adjacent subject trace in the relative clause of (3), while the very same that is excluded in the case of an embedded declarative as in (2)? Rizzi (1990) claims that this is due to the fact that the complementizer that in (3) is in a predicative relation with the NP The thing which is the “subject” of predication. Rizzi (1990: 70) reasonably assumes that predication involves agreement, and suggests that there is an abstract agreement relation between the head of the relative and the \( C^0 \) that, which he calls A-agreement. Rizzi (1990: 67) suggests that besides the feature [\( \pm \text{wh} \)-], complementizers have a feature [\( \pm \text{pred} \)]. Relative that in (3) is [+pred] while the declarative that in (2) is [−pred]. Agreement in a relative clause as in (3) then is a result of a [+pred] \( C^0 \) being subject to A-agreement. In (3), the \( C^0 \) that heading the relative clause has the additional feature [+pred], and is as such an appropriate head-governor. Zero (\( \bar{\text{Ø}}-\)Agr\( C^0 \) is [−pred] and is thus excluded in (3).
Rizzi (1990:56) then suggests that the same analysis applies to the conversion of the French complementizer que ‘that’ to qui in wh constructions (cf. Kayne 1976) French qui also marks agreement of AgrSubj$^0$ and AgrC$^0$. Since qui appears in both relative (4c) and embedded (4a) contexts, Rizzi (1990) claims qui does not encode the difference between the features [+pred] and [−pred]

(4) a l’homme, que je crois [tₗ qui [t viendra]]
   ‘the man who I think that will come’

b l’homme, que je crois [tₗ qui/*qui [Jean connaît tₗ]]
   ‘the man that I think that Jean knows’

c l’homme, [O qui t₁ est venu]
   ‘the man who came’

In this case, Rizzi (1990) suggests that que to qui conversion simply is a restricted form of Spec-head agreement of the C$^0$. que que only becomes qui when a subject adjacent to C$^0$ is extracted. For Rizzi (1990), qui is a C$^0$ that agrees both with its specifier and with its complement, and agreement with the complement can only arise when the subject adjacent to que moves through Spec of CP. Since complementizer qui cannot appear in interrogative clauses, Rizzi (1990) suggests it is a −wh-C$^0$.

Rizzi’s (1990) [+pred] is inadequate both theoretically and empirically. On the theoretical side, it is not plausible to represent a relational syntactic notion such as predication as a morphosyntactic feature. This equals viewing predication as a syntactic primitive rather than as a structurally derived notion. As features go, $\varphi$ features clearly have morphosyntactic import, and the wh-feature can be related to quantificational properties, but it is less likely that predication should be expressed as a feature on heads, since it is essentially a relational notion like subject and object, not a semantic or a morphosyntactic one. Moreover, while the feature [+pred] does the job of distinguishing both types of complementizers, it amounts to little more than a diacritic stating that a C$^0$ of a (relative) CP that is predicated is somehow different from a (complement) CP whose C$^0$ is governed by V$^0$. The real question remains what is the nature of the feature [+pred]?

Empirically, Rizzi (1990) glosses over the fact that AgrC$^0$ qui transmits $\varphi$-features of the NP to the AgrSubjP of the relative clause. This feature

\[ \varphi \text{ features} \]

---

2 As pointed out to me by Teun Hoekstra in Dutch, this transfer of $\varphi$-features is Case sensitive.

(i) Ik denk aan jou die zo knap *is/ bent
   ‘I think of you who so smart is-3SG/are 2SG

(ii) Jij die zo knap *is/ bent
    ‘You who so smart is-3SG are 2SG

(iii) Wij die zo knap zijn Aan ons du zo knap zijn / Aan mijn die zo knap is
    ‘We who so smart are-PL / ‘To us who so smart are-PL / To me who so smart is-3SG
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transmission comes about via Spec–head agreement with the operator in Spec of CP and the coindexation of this operator with its trace in Spec of IP.

(5)  
  a. *vous-2PL qui êtes-2PL venus*  
      'you who have come'  
  b. *nous-1PL qui sommes-1PL là*  
      'we who are there'

However, there are varieties of French where *qui* does not fully transmit all φ-features. In one variety, the value for person is not transmitted as in (6). This is most obvious in (6c) where the adjective bears gender and number agreement, but the verb form is third person, which is unexpected from the point of view of the standard variety of French.

(6)  
  a. C'est moi-1SG qui est-3SG venu.  
      'It is me who has come.'  
  b. C'est nous-1PL qui sont-3PL venus.  
      'It is us who have come.'  
  c. "(...) c'est moi qui sera infiniment reconnaissante envers vous."  
      'It is I who will be-3SG extremely grateful-5SG:FEM to you'  
      (Lettres adressées à l'agence des Prisonniers de Guerre, Comité International de la Croix-Rouge, Genève 1914 sv. quoted by Frei 1929: 163)

In another variety of French, no features seem to be transmitted into the relative clause at all. The verb form in the relative unvariably is third person, the "default" form of agreement in French:

(7)  
  a. *Il n'y a que vous qui peut le faire; C'est pas nous qui peut(t) y aller.*  
      'There is only you who can-3SG do it; It is not us who can-3SG go there.'  
      (Frei 1929: 163)  
  b. *Au lieu que c'est nos hommes qui boit, c'est nous qui s'soûle, à cet heure.*  
      'Instead of it being our men who drink-3SG, it is us who get-3SG drunk at this hour.'  
      (H. Bauche, Le langage populaire, Paris Payot, p. 27n, quoted by Frei 1929: 163)

**Jij** is the nominative form of 'you', *you* is the oblique form. If the Case of the NP *jij* 'you' governing the relative CP coincides with the Case of the trace of the *wh*-operator in Spec of CP, the embedded verb form agrees in person and number. If the Case of the NP does not coincide with that of the trace of the *wh*-operator in Spec of CP, agreement is only in number, while agreement in person reduces to a "default" 3rd person verb form (*is* 'is' / *jûn* 'are').

3. Thanks to Rose-Marie Déchaîne for pointing this out to me.
Importantly, Rizzi’s (1990) notion of $\pm$pred cannot explain this type of variation: the presence of the feature $\pm$pred either allows for or prevents full person, number and gender agreement, but it cannot be used to explain the partial agreement present in (6)–(7). In Rizzi’s (1990) system, some additional stipulation is necessary besides $+$pred to exclude person agreement in relative clauses of these varieties of French. From a descriptive point of view, complementizer qui itself seems to be either partly or entirely “flexible” in features, and “passes on” the features of the NP of which the relative CP is predicated. How should this “feature transfer” property be conceived of? We claim that qui in (5) simply has $\alpha$-valued φ-features, $[\alpha$ person, $\alpha$ gender, $\alpha$ number], which can pick up any value from the NP the relative CP is adjoined to, and transmit it to the AgrSubj of the relative clause. The variety of French in (6) has a qui which is $[0$ person, $\alpha$ gender, $\alpha$ number]: number and gender features are transmitted to the AgrSubj of the relative clause, but person features are “neutralized” showing up as a “default” third person agreement on the AgrSubj of the relative clause. The variety in (7) has a qui which is $[0$ person, $0$ gender, $0$ number] (and presumably $[0$ gender]), which again shows up in default 3rd person agreement on the AgrSubj of the relative clause. I have chosen the features $[0$ person, $0$ number] here rather than the “positive” features $[3rd$ person, $+sg]$ to account for the fact that morphosyntactically, relative qui behaves in a way very similar to impersonal il which also triggers “default” 3rd person sg agreement. It seems a plausible assumption that a nonreferential element such as impersonal il has no positively specified features at all: what could be the arguments to endow il ‘it/he’ in il pleut ‘it rains’ with a positive specification $[singular, masculine, 3rd$ person]?

In the absence of such arguments, I will assume il ‘it/he’ is $[0$ number, $0$ gender, $0$ person]. Also note that qui and il share the morpheme /i/, which is a further argument for their nondistinctness featurewise. The evidence for 0-features in the domain of C° will be further corroborated in section 2.2. In any case, the notion of $\alpha$-valued features is empirically superior to $\pm$pred.

Returning now to the problem of that-trace effects in English, I still have to say something about the theoretical problems Rizzi’s (1990) analysis faces with respect to the nature of agreement in C°. Recall Rizzi (1990) stipulates a $\pm$pred feature to distinguish between $[-pred]$ declarative and $[+pred]$ relative agreeing.

4. In its “personal” use, the pronoun il ‘it/he’ marks third person masculine nouns, both animate and inanimate (Le train/Jean, il est arrivé ‘the train/Jean, it/he arrived’). I would like to suggest that this is not an inherent property of il ‘it/he’, but one that is contributed by the selectional restrictions on the subject of particular verbs. Il ‘it/he’ then always has the feature specification $[0$ person, $0$ gender, $0$ number], the fact that it seems to mark masculine simply follows from the fact that masculine is the “default” gender in French, as is evident from agreement Jean et Marie sont heureuxMASC ‘John and Mary are happy’ and the “default” masculine gender exocentric compounds receive (unMASC lave-vaisselle ‘a dishwasher’).
C° in English, and that he introduces a corresponding difference between A- and \A-agreement (resp. predication agreement and Spec–head agreement).

We are now in a position to do away with the \[±pred\] feature, while capitalizing on Rizzi's distinction between predication (A-)agreement and Spec–head (\A-)agreement.

\(\alpha\)-features are by their very nature "transmitters" of features. Transmission of features in declarative C° straightforwardly obtains via Spec–head agreement. In relative CPs, the possibility of Spec–head agreement to transmit features from outside of the clause is of course not available. Now, \(\alpha\)-features have no fixed value of their own, but "await" features which they can transmit into the clause. As a result, any feature index of the projection of N° to which a relative CP is adjoined will automatically percolate to the \(\alpha\)-featured C° head of the relative clause. An AgrC° with \(\alpha\)-features is sensitive to whatever nominal features are near.

In the analysis presented here, both declarative and relative AgrC° have \(\alpha\)-features. Declarative AgrC°s have \(\alpha\)-features because subject NPs with any features can be extracted from an embedded clause, without triggering morphological differences on the AgrC° qui of the embedded clause. Feature-wise, declarative and relative AgrC° are identical, contrary to Rizzi's (1990) \[±pred\] distinction. This analysis immediately eliminates Rizzi's (1990) stipulation that French qui is the agreeing form of the complementizer, which is both insensitive to the \[±pred\] distinction and to the A/\A-agreement distinction. In the analysis advocated here, the identity of French relative and declarative qui follows straightforwardly from their identity in features: qui is an element expressing I°–C° agreement with \(\alpha\)-valued \(\phi\)-features.

We have not yet quite shown however that \[±pred\] can be done away with altogether: recall Rizzi (1990) uses \[±pred\] as a descriptive device to distinguish between \[+pred\] relative C° which must appear as that in a configuration where an empty operator is moved to SpecCP from subject position in a relative clause, and \[−pred\] declarative C° which cannot appear as that when an empty operator, or any other wh-NP has moved through SpecCP from subject position. In all other cases when an empty operator is moved to SpecCP (from object position), that is optional. The relevant sentences are repeated here for convenience:

The existence of \(\alpha\)-features not only makes reference to a feature \[±pred\] unnecessary, but it also provides a straightforward explanation of how the features of the head of the relative CP end up inside that CP. One might even formulate this a little more strongly: it might be that all predication of adjuncts simply involves agreement with \(\alpha\)-features, for example John drank his tea fully dressed where an Agr projection can be assumed to "cap off" the AP headed by dressed. With \(\alpha\)-features which is adjoined to AgrSubjP and therefore absorbs the features of AgrSubj, namely those of the subject. Déchaîne (1993) has shown that subject depictives are adjoined to AgrSubjP, and that the usual "VP internal" tests suggesting that subject depictives are inside the VP are misdirected.

5. The existence of \(\alpha\)-features not only makes reference to a feature \[±pred\] unnecessary, but it also provides a straightforward explanation of how the features of the head of the relative CP end up inside that CP. One might even formulate this a little more strongly: it might be that all predication of adjuncts simply involves agreement with \(\alpha\)-features, for example John drank his tea fully dressed where an Agr projection can be assumed to "cap off" the AP headed by dressed. With \(\alpha\)-features which is adjoined to AgrSubjP and therefore absorbs the features of AgrSubj, namely those of the subject. Déchaîne (1993) has shown that subject depictives are adjoined to AgrSubjP, and that the usual "VP internal" tests suggesting that subject depictives are inside the VP are misdirected.
(8)  

a. Who, did you think \([\text{CP } t', \text{that} \ominus \text{AgrC}^0 \text{ of AgrSubj } t, \text{AgriSubj}^0 \text{ left}]\) 

\{_pred\}

b. The thing \([\text{CP } O, \text{that} \ominus \text{AgrC}^0 \text{ of AgrSubj } t, \text{AgriSubj}^0 \text{ happened}]\)

\{+pred\}

is terrible

c. Who, did you think \([\text{CP } t', \text{that} \text{ Sue saw } t]\)

d. The thing \([\text{CP } O, \text{that} \text{ Sue saw } t]\)

Recall also that in Rizzi's System, movement of an element from subject position to SpecCP triggers I°–C° agreement by transitivity of Spec–head agreement (first in the domain of IP, and then in CP) With an empty element (operator/trace) in SpecCP, the complementary distribution of English C° then is as follows in Rizzi's system

(9) \[C° \rightarrow \begin{align*}
\text{that} & \quad \text{I°–C° agreement, C° \{+pred\}} \\
\emptyset & \quad \text{I°–C° agreement, C° \{-pred\}} \\
(\text{that}) & \quad \text{no I°–C° agreement, \{±pred\}}
\end{align*}\]

Under this analysis, it remains quite odd that the complementizer that can at the same time express a \{±pred\} C° if there is no I°–C° agreement, while it is only capable of expressing a \{±pred\} C° if there is I°–C° agreement. Why would this be so? I would like to say that there is no such causal relation between I°–C° agreement and the feature \{±pred\} because there is no feature \{±pred\}. The distribution of that is not as in (9), but it rather depends on the directionality of agreement in the domain of C° Obligatory that expresses bidirectional Spec–head agreement in C° the subject of the relative clause moves to SpecCP and triggers agreement of C° with I°, and the relative C°, whose \(\alpha\)-features have "absorbed" the features of the N° heading the relative clause, in turn checks the [person, number, gender] features of the element in SpecCP. Obligatory that in a sense "exchanges" agreement with the element in SpecCP. The idea here is that a bidirectional Spec–head agreement is "strong" agreement and needs to be spelled out overtly. The obligatory absence of that is related to unidirectional Spec–head agreement by the element in SpecCP a declarative C° has no [person, number, gender] features to check rather, it only "receives" both I°–C° agreement and [person, number, gender] features from the element passing through SpecCP (Spec–head agreement).  Optional that then simply marks the

\[\text{It has come to my attention that the distinction drawn here between bidirectional and unidirectional agreement in the domain of C° has been independently proposed by Rizzi (to appear) Rizzi (to appear) static agreement involves matching of features instantiated on a head against the features of the specifier (bidirectional agreement) and his dynamic agreement occurs when a specifier provides the head with its features (unidirectional agreement) Rizzi introduces these notions to account for French Qui as tu vu? Who have you seen where qui who endows}\]
absence of I°-C° agreement. French qui, marking I°-C° agreement, then is not sensitive to the directionality of agreement in C°, while English C° expresses I°-C° agreement by the obligatory presence or absence of that, depending on the directionality of the additional [person, number, gender] features.

We can conclude that the notion of α-valued feature advantageously subsumes the feature [±pred] which has been shown to give rise to a fair number of stipulations.

2.2. That-trace effects in French matrix interrogatives

The evidence in favor of the existence of 0-valued φ-features in C° comes from a restricted that-trace effect in French matrix interrogatives.

French has a complex interrogative complementizer est-ce que, which is restricted to matrix interrogatives in Standard French. This complementizer can also appear in embedded interrogatives in colloquial varieties of French.

(10) a. Est-ce que Euphrasie est arrivée? 'Is-it-that Euphrasie has arrived?'
b. Je me suis demandé quand ('est-ce que) Euphrasie est arrivée? 'I wondered when is-it-that Euphrasie has arrived.'
c. Quand est-ce que Euphrasie est arrivée? 'When is-it-that Euphrasie has arrived?'

As a complex complementizer, est-ce que, which I will gloss as 'that', should not be analyzed as an intervening sentence containing an inflected form of être 'be'. This analysis is of course possible, but the formal properties of est-ce que as a complex C° and est-ce que as an intervening sentence are quite different. As an intervening sentence, with est a verb, est-ce que bears a descending intonation, and the sentence is interpreted as 'Does this mean that Euphrasie has arrived?'.
The correct answer to the question would be: *Oui, c'est qu'elle est venue* ‘Yes, this means that she came’. In this case, *être* ‘be’ can be used in the past tense. As a complex complementizer, *est-ce que* does not bear any intonation, and means *Is it true that Euphrasie has arrived?*, with a corresponding answer *Yes, she has arrived*. In this use of *est-ce que*, *être* cannot be put in the past tense without triggering falling intonation and a corresponding change in interpretation. This much should make it clear that *est-ce que* functions as a single complex interrogative *C⁰*.

The *C⁰* *est-ce que* also undergoes *que/qui* conversion if an adjacent subject is moved to the domain of *C⁰*. It appears however that movement to the domain of *C⁰* and subsequent conversion to *est-ce qui* is limited to the interrogative animate wh-pronoun *qui* ‘who’ and the inanimate wh-pronoun *que* ‘what’.⁸ No other wh-NPs, including simplex wh-pronouns such as *combiens* ‘how many’, can similarly trigger *est-ce qui* conversion if they originate in SpecIP. When *est-ce que* is not expressed in *C⁰*, the sentences are fine.

(11) a. *Qui/Qu’est-ce qui est arrivé?*  
    ‘Who/what that, has arrived?’

b. *Quels enfants (*est-ce qui*) [t sont arrivés?]*  
    ‘Which children (that,) have arrived?’

c. *Quel paquet (*est-ce qui*) [t est arrivé?]*  
    ‘Which package (that,) has arrived?’

d. *Combien (*est-ce qui*) [t en sont arrivés?]*  
    ‘How many (that,) of-it have arrived?’

To the best of my knowledge, this fact has gone unobserved in the generative literature. Importantly, *est-ce que* is possible if the wh-NP does not transit through SpecIP, or, for that matter, if any “non subject” wh-element moves to SpecCP:

---

8. The careful reader will have noted that I use the term “movement to the domain of *C⁰*” for interrogative *qui* ‘who’ and *que* ‘what’ rather than “movement to SpecCP”. The reason for this is that only interrogative *qui* is a wh-NP, which moves to SpecCP. As shown by Bouchard and Hirschbühler (1986), interrogative *que* ‘what’ is a +wh-clitic in French which forces movement of the *que* + *V⁰-T⁰-AgrSubj⁰* complex to *C⁰* so that interrogative *que* ‘what’ can check its +wh-properties in *C⁰*.

(i) *Que fait Marie?*  
    ‘What does Marie do?’

(ii) *Que Marie fait*  
    ‘What Marie does’

As such, *que* ‘what’ is the counterpart of clitic *le* ‘it’. Interrogative *que* ‘what’ can also move out of the *V⁰-T⁰-AgrSubj⁰* complex to *C⁰* if the complex complementizer *est-ce que* is present in *C⁰*:

(iii) *Qu’est-ce que tu fais?*  
    ‘What that, you do?’

(iv) *Qu’est-ce qui est arrivé?*  
    ‘What that, happened?’

This excorporation out of the *V⁰-T⁰-AgrSubj⁰* complex into *C⁰* *est-ce que* is not surprising: Kayne (1991) has demonstrated that attachment to *V⁰* is not an intrinsic property of clitics, but that clitics are adjoined to functional projections.
a. *Quels enfants est-ce que [tu as] [vus t]*
   which children is-it-that you have seen

b. *Combien est-ce que [tu en a] [vus t]*
   how many is-it-that you of-it have seen

c. *(Quand/comment/avec quels arguments) est-ce que tu as when/ how/ with which arguments is-it-that you have convaincu Nestor? convinced Nestor’s*

Clearly then, the sentences (11b-d) testify to an unadulterated that-trace effect in French matrix interrogative clauses. The question now is: why is est-ce qui possible with interrogative qui ‘who’ and que ‘what’ in SpecCP and C° respectively? Clearly, Rizzi’s (1990) \([\text{tpred}]\) is of no avail here.

The question raised by the examples in (8) is why interrogative qui and que can agree with the C° est-ce qui, while full \(w/N\) NPs and quantifying pronouns cannot. I would like to suggest that est-ce qui represents an AgrC° with \(\phi\)-features that are specified as \(\{0\ \text{person}, 0\ \text{gender}, 0\ \text{number}\}\). When in SpecCP, only interrogative qui and que can agree with this 0-specified est-ce qui, since they also have 0 specified \(\phi\)-features. Full \(w/N\) NPs and pronouns such as combien ‘how many’ have positively specified features, at least for number. As a result, they cannot agree with 0 specified AgrC° est-ce qui. The fact that est-ce que is also prevented from appearing in these contexts is due to the fact that the AgrC° agreeing with full \(w/N\) NPs and pronouns originating in SpecIP is a null morpheme.

At this point, one might ask why 0-features are introduced rather than the minus value of the widely adopted binary \([\pm]\) system for features.\(^9\) For one thing, it is not very clear what would be the import of features of the type \([\neg\text{person}, \neg\text{gender}, \neg\text{number}]\). As far as I know, these never trigger any syntactic processes of agreement. Moreover, a growing body of work in phonology (for example, Ewen and van der Hulst 1985; Rennison 1986; Anderson and Ewen 1987) argues in favor of a unary system of features, and the question raises as to whether the same move should not be made in the morphosyntactic feature system. In what follows, the reasons for my choice of the 0-value will become clearer.

There is independent evidence that interrogative qui and que have indeed 0-specified features. If it is assumed that agreement involves identity of features, this evidence will indirectly testify to the 0-specified nature of est-ce qui. A first argument for the 0-specified nature of qui ‘who’ comes from binding theory. Interrogative qui ‘who’ can agree with the anaphor soi ‘self’:

---

9. For a carefully worked out binary \([\pm]\) system of syntactic features, see Kerstens (1993).
(13) **Qui ne pense jamais a soi?**

‘Who doesn’t ever think of himself?’

Burzio (1989) claims that the anaphor *soi même* has no φ-features, and marks it with [0 person, 0 gender, 0 number] features, undetermined for person, gender and number. The anaphor *soi même* indeed only takes for antecedents a restricted set of quantifiers such as *chacun* ‘everyone’, *quiconque* ‘whoever’, *tout le monde* ‘everyone’, *personne* ‘nobody’ (Grevisse 1980 sections 1083–1084). Importantly, it also binds an empty *pro* object, as in (14).

(14) a  *Chacun/ tout le monde pense toujours a soi*

‘Everybody always thinks about oneself’

b  *La bonne musique reconcile avec soi même*

c  *Good music reconciles with oneself*

Rooryck (1992) has suggested that object *pro* is [0 person, 0 number, 0 gender] to explain the different restrictions on binding of *pro* by anaphors in French, Dutch and English. Note that it would not make much sense to attribute [–person, –gender, –number] features to *pro*, and correspondingly to *soi même* ‘oneself’. Rooryck (1992) argues that English *one*, and hence *oneself*, is [+sg] since it agrees with third person *s*. Similarly, Dutch *zichzelf* arguably has [+3rd person, 0 number, 0 gender] features. As a result, these anaphors clash with the 0-featured antecedent *pro*. For French, Rooryck (1992) assumes Burzio’s (1989) claim that *soi-même* is entirely underspecified for features. Since both *pro* and *soi-même* are [0 person, 0 gender, 0 number], the anaphor *soi-même* can be bound by *pro*. Since interrogative *qui* ‘who’ also agrees with *soi* ‘self’, the requirement of identity of features implicit in binding suggests that interrogative *qui* ‘who’ is also endowed with 0-specified features.

A second argument in favor of the idea that interrogative *qui* and *que* have 0-specified features comes from its interaction with the floating quantifier *tous* ‘all’ (cf. Doetjes 1992 for a recent analysis). *Tous* ‘all’ can modify a wh NP, but not interrogative *qui* ‘who’ or *que* ‘what’.

(15) **(Quels enfants* *qui/qu’)* est ce que tu as tous vu?

which children/who/what is-it-that you have all seen

It might of course be argued that interrogative *qui* and *que* are [+sg], and therefore cannot co-occur with [+pl] *tous* ‘all’. At first sight, this objection seems to be corroborated by the fact that interrogative *qui* and *que* can co-occur with [+sg] floating *tut* in the standard variety of French spoken in Belgium.

(16) a  *Qui est ce que tu as (tous) vu à la fête?*

who is-it that you have all seen at the party

b  *Qu’est-ce que tu as (tous) fait pendant les vacances?*

what is-it-that you have all done during the holidays
In this case, floating *tou̯t* adds a specification to the possible answer to the question. Without *tou̯t*, the answer to (16a) might include a single person, several people, or even a group. With *tou̯t*, (16a) can only have a (plural) list answer, never a group. This suggests that the addition of *tou̯t* pares down the interpretive possibilities of interrogative *qui*. *Mutatis mutandis*, the same is true for *que* 'what'.

If one is to claim that *quiq̄e* are [+sg] syntactically, it will have to be argued that at least semantically *quiq̄e* can be both plural and singular. However, if *qui* is syntactically singular, it remains distinctly odd that no other singular *wh-NP* can co-occur with *tou̯t* in this way. Floating *tou̯t* with a list reading is possible with a plural *wh-NP*, but list-reading *tou̯t* cannot co-occur with any singular NP.

(17) a. *Quels tableaux est-ce que tu as (tou̯t) vendus cet été?*  
   which paintings is-it-that you have (all) sold this summer  

b. *Quel livre est-ce que tu as (*tou̯t) lu?*  
   which book is-it-that you have (all) read

This of course could again be attributed to the fact that interrogative *qui* and *que* are the only elements to combine syntactic [+sg] features with semantic [0 number] features. But this answer of course begs the question as to how the syntactic [+sg] features can be distinguished from the interpretive [0 number] features on theoretical grounds. The conceptually simpler analysis is to say that interrogative *qui* and *que* are 0-specified for all φ-features. As such, they are semantically compatible with both singular and plural answers. List-reading *tou̯t* functions as a distributive adverb that does not agree with its antecedent.

The behavior of *tou̯t* in (16) can be interpreted as an argument in favor of the 0-specified status of interrogative *qui* and *que*. First, *que* and *qui* cannot be [+pl], since they trigger [+sg] agreement. Secondly, it is clear that *que* and *qui* cannot be simply [+sg] either, since [+sg] NPs cannot co-occur with list-reading *tou̯t*.

10. At first sight, floating *tou̯t* with interrogative *qui* and *que* resembles Dutch *zaal* ‘among others’ or *allemaal* ‘all’, which also trigger a list reading with interrogative *wie* ‘who’:

(i) *Wie heb je allemaal/zaal gezien?*  
   who have you all/ among others seen  

Since the appearance of *quiq̄e* *tou̯t* seems to be limited to Belgian French, it is tempting to see influence from Southern Dutch dialects here. Nevertheless, Dutch *allemaal* is not adequately translated as *tou̯t*ous. Unlike French *tou̯t*ous ‘all’, the Dutch quantifiers *allemaal/zaal* can also co-occur with a plural *wh-NP*, and always yield a list reading:

(ii) *Welke boeken heb je allemaal/zaal gelezen?*  
   which books have you all/ among others read  

Agreeing *tou̯t* ‘all’ in (17b) does not impose a list reading, while *tou̯t* in (16) requires a list reading. If Belgian French *quiq̄e* *tou̯t* were due to Dutch influence, it is not immediately obvious why the quantifier *tou̯t*ous was picked, since it does not require a list reading in Standard French.
or is "transparent", in (28) only [gender, number] features are transmitted since
the feature for person has a 0-value, or is "opaque" This can be represented
abstractly as follows

(29)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N ( ) AgrC° ( ) AgrSubj°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Xperson Yperson Xperson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Xperson Yperson Zperson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(29a) "transparent"
(29b) "opaque"

Both vowel harmony in (26) and the agreement in (29) have several properties
in common both are instances of a nonlocal feature dependency, in both cases,
the intervening element does not change itself, despite blocking/transmitting the
agreement If it is granted that the phonological and syntactic feature systems are
sufficiently alike in this respect, the question arises as to how to adequately
represent them In phonology, there has been a move away from the purely
binary feature systems of the sixties towards binary feature systems making use
of underspecification (Archangeh 1984) or even more restrictive unary feature
systems (Rennison 1986, Anderson and Ewen 1987, Ewen and van der Hulst
1985) In Government and Binding syntax, there has not been a comparable
move to question the representation of feature values, except for the references
noted in the introduction A lot of recent work has gone into the multiplication
of functional heads for feature attributes such as person, gender, and number
(Bernstein 1991, Ritter 1991, Picallo 1991), but to my knowledge there has been
much less work on the representation of the values corresponding to those
attributes, namely values such as <+>, <->, <0>, or <α> Ideally, in a restrictive
unary system, the features values <+>, <0>, and <α> would follow from a re-
presentation rather than be stipulated within the system as feature values per se

Let us represent agreement features as hierarchically structured pairs of
attributes and values, where a value for a given attribute can in turn become the
attribute for a further value These terms are taken from Scobbie’s (1991) work
on Attribute – Value Phonology In this way, the node representing the attribute
φ-features contains the nodes [png] and Case as its values We will not represent
the Case node here The node [png] is in turn the attribute for the three values
person, gender and number Person, gender and number then are the attributes
for resp [1st/2nd/3rd person], [sg/pl], [fem/masc] (See the appendix for a more
precise unary rendering of terminal feature values) In this way, Attribute –
Value sets (AV sets) are obtained which are always partly embedded into each
other A sentence such as (30a) then has a feature representation as in (30b),
where I assume for ease of exposition that *nous* 'we' has [masc] features.13

The brackets in the structure (30b) are meant to give a representation of the embedding of the various Attribute – Value sets, levels are given for mnemonic purposes only.

(30)  

\[ \text{a. C'est nous-1PL qui sommes-1PL venus} \quad \text{(Standard French)} \]

\[ \text{‘It is us who have come.’} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{NP} & \text{AgrC}^0 & \text{AgrSubj}^0 \\
\hline
\text{nous} & \text{qui} & \text{son venus} \\
\end{array} \]

In this structure, I assume that AgrC$^0$ does have an attribute [person, gender, number], but that this attribute does not have a further Attribute – Value structure. As a result, it is transparent with respect to feature transmission: AgrC$^0$ then is completely “neutral” or “transparent” with respect to the transmission of agreement into the relative clause. The absence of a complete [attribute : value]

set corresponds to the value α.

In the relative clauses of nonstandard French, relative *qui* does have an attribute for person, but no specific value associated with it. The presence of the attribute [person], or rather of the AV set \([\text{[png]} : \text{pers}]\), now blocks transmission of the corresponding value of the head noun, triggering “default” third person agreement on V$^0$–T$^0$–AgrSubj$^0$ complex of the relative clause. This suggests that the relative AgrSubj$^0$ takes over the unspecified person attribute of *qui*. The 0-value of a feature then corresponds to an attribute without a feature specification: [attribute : \ ].

---

13 We represent the gender feature of *nous* ‘we’ here as [gender masc] for ease of exposition. In fact, *nous* ‘we’ is always α-specified for gender. This α-specification can be defended in view of the fact that gender agreement with *nous* ‘we’ depends on extralinguistic context referring to an all-female group. *Nous sommes contents* ‘We are happy-FEM PL’ shows feminine agreement, while a mixed group would trigger masculine (default) agreement (*Nous sommes contents* ‘We are happy-MASC PL’). Only α-specification of the gender feature on *nous* ‘we’ can explain this “referential” agreement. 0-specification would trigger “default” or so-called masculine agreement in all cases.
(31) a C'est nous-1SG qui sont-3SG venus
'It is us who have come'

b AV sets
level 3
\{ IST, PL, MASC \} —> G-MASC —> N-SG

level 2
\{ P, N, G \} —> P

NP
nous

AgrC^0
qui

AgrSubj^0
sont venus

Since no AV sets for number and gender are present on the [png] attribute in this dialect of French, the AV sets for number and gender of nous 'us' are transmitted down to AgrSubj without encountering anything to block them.

Interrogative qui 'who' and que 'what', with so-called 0-features, can then be described as elements of which the [person], [number], and [gender] attributes are projected, but without being specified, that is, without receiving a specific value. The feature specification of nous 'we' then compares to that of interrogative qui 'who' and que 'what' in the following way:

(32) nous
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{person} & \text{IST} & \\
\text{gender} & \text{MASC} & \\
\text{number} & \text{PL} & \\
\end{array}
\]

quique
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{person} & \text{ } & \\
\text{gender} & \text{ } & \\
\text{number} & \text{ } & \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that the feature values of interrogative qui 'who' and que 'what' now help explain their morphological similarity to the complementizers qui and que both elements are definable in terms of 0- and \(\alpha\)-valued features. Interrogative qui 'who' and que 'what' always have person, number, and gender attributes without values (are always 0-specified), complementizer qui and que have either no Attribute - Value sets at all for person, number, gender features (Standard French, [5]), or they have certain attributes (in the same way as interrogative qui and que) without values (Nonstandard varieties of French, [6]-[7]).

The "opaque" aspect of vowel harmony in Tangale can be represented in a perfectly similar way. In (33), only the feature set relevant to the harmony is represented:

(33) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{ATR} & \\
\text{TR} & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \text{V} \\
\text{C} & \text{C} & \text{V} & \text{V} \\
\text{d} & \text{i} & \text{b} & \text{n} & \text{a} & \text{m} & \text{g} & \text{u} \\
\end{array}
\]
The reason why /a/ is represented without a feature-value RTR for the attribute TR is the economy of a unary feature system: no reference to RTR (−ATR) is to be made if it is not necessary. Van der Hulst and van de Weijer (1993: 20) point out that vowel harmony systems such as Tangale have usually been described in terms of ATR-spreading. It therefore stands to reason that only this feature-value would be used, while the feature-value RTR is left underspecified, only to be “filled in” phonetically as a “neutral” or “default” tongue root position RTR. RTR is a phonetic, not a phonological property. “Default” 3rd person agreement in AgrSubj° arises in the same way in the syntax. The valueless [TR : ] also participates in the vowel harmony: this stems from the idea that the harmony/agreement system has no access to what is inside the Attribute – Value box: the harmony only sees the label TR on the box that is to be transmitted. Nothing essential hinges on this idea however. The segment structure condition that has traditionally been related to the neutralization, namely that the combination of the features [low] and [ATR] is impossible (van der Hulst and van de Weijer 1993), can here be restated by saying that the Attribute – Value set [height : low] prevents the attribute [TR] from projecting the feature [ATR].

Finally, “transparent” Finnish vowel harmony can be represented in the same way as its syntactic counterpart AgrC° qui in Standard French. Following van der Hulst and Smith (1986), I will assume that the feature [front] spreads in Finnish. The feature [back] (34b) is not represented as a feature-value. The underspecified value of the attribute [TB] (tongue body) will be “filled in” as [back] as a phonetic “default” procedure. For the vowels /i/ and /e/, this implies that the absence of the entire [TB] Attribute – Value set results in their being spelled out as “default” [front] vowels. The feature geometry of the vowels in (34) is of course not complete: only the features relevant to vowel harmony have been represented. The other elements determining the feature geometry of /i/ and /e/ (non-round, high/mid), which are not represented in (34), must be thought of as constraining the surface phonetic manifestation of vowels without a phonological [TB] attribute in such a way that /i/ and /e/ are “filled in” as the result of a phonetic process.

(34) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\{ \text{front} \} \\
\{ \text{TB} \} \\
\end{array} \rightarrow \text{TB-front} \rightarrow \\
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{V} & \text{C} & \text{V} \\
\text{v} & \text{ä} & \text{r} & \text{t} & \text{i} & \text{n} & \text{ä} \\
\end{array}
\]
In Finnish then, there are two ways in which [front] can be realized: either as a "hardwired" phonological feature that spreads via vowel harmony, yielding /u/, /o/, /a/, or as a phonetic feature that shows up as a "default" value for vowels that miss a [TB front] dimension altogether, yielding /i/ and /e/. The phonetic [back] feature is realized as a "default" value for vowels that have a [TB] attribute without an associated value [TB - ].

If this line of reasoning is correct, there is evidence of a system of feature organization that might be common to the morphosyntax and the phonology. In this article, I have tried to show that a descriptive difference between <+>, <0> and <∞>-values of features is necessary in morphosyntax, and that a similar distinction has long been made for phonological harmony systems. An attempt was made to argue that both the phonological and morphosyntactic harmony systems can be represented in the same way. Therefore, there seem to be good reasons to assume that the basic elements of feature theory are common to syntax and phonology. Such a common ground for the organization of features constitutes strong evidence for a separate module of feature theory in the language faculty, based on something like Scobbie's (1991) Attribute - Value model, that would be accessible to both syntax and phonology.

Appendix: The specification of features

One reviewer makes the interesting observation that despite the system proposed here, there are differences in the organization of features in phonology and morphosyntax. He argues that phonological features are either maximally binary or, as assumed here, unary, while syntactic features are not binary but can have more than two specifications, as is the case for the [person] feature. The observation made is an important one, and needs some qualification. First of all, it should be specified that classical (say Sound Pattern of English) phonology assigns binary features, but that is has been proposed in the literature that a phonological feature such as [height] needs to have three feature-values. Secondly, the Attribute - Value system used here does not take position with respect to the binary or multiple specification of features. Note that one Attribute - Value set always is the Value of another Attribute - Value set, this creates nesting AV sets. In the system proposed here, the nesting of AV sets is assumed.
to be multiple for ease of exposition, as for the [person, number, gender] features in (30b), where [png] ends up having three branches. Nothing hinges on this, however. In a more complete representation, there are even a number of arguments to split [png] in a binary way, distinguishing person on the one hand, and [gender, number] on the other. The separate branch [gender, number] then divides up further in gender and number. The reason for this would be that in a number of languages, if agreement has gender, it also involves number, but not necessarily person (cf. past participle agreement in Romance). The maximal branching of nesting Attribute – Value sets therefore can, and maybe should, be argued to be binary.

A further issue, and a more crucial one for the binary nature of features, concerns the value of the terminal nodes in the Attribute – Value system advocated here. Only the terminal nodes are required to have a unary value. Once more, the representations in the main text are reductionist and non-unary for purposes of exposition. However, in a more constrained system, a feature like number only has two representations as an AV set: plural is represented as [number : plural], and singular, the “default” value, can always be represented as a 0-feature [number : ]. Similarly, feminine gender, being marked, should be represented as [gender : feminine], and masculine, the default value, should be represented as a zero-valued Attribute [gender : ]. This last representation for masculine does not show up in the representations in (30)-(32) in order to make the case for “transmission” of features as clearly as possible. As for person features, it seems at first sight that they involve multiple specification: 1st, 2nd, 3rd. However, it has been argued that third person functions as “non person” in various languages (Benveniste 1966). In Yorùbá, third person is less marked morphologically (Déchaîne 1992). Hale (1973) argues that while 1st person in Walbiri should be described with the features set [+I, −II] and 2nd person with [−I, +II], 3rd person is [−I, −II], another way of representing “nonperson”. Similarly, in Romance, third person functions as “default” person for agreement with impersonal (= nonreferential) subjects. These observations clearly make a case for distinguishing third person as a 0-valued AV set [person : ], while 1st and 2nd person could be viewed as constituting their own AV sets binarily branching off the person Attribute. In order to clarify this point, I represent the second person pronouns tu ‘you-SG’ and vous ‘you-PL/HON:SG’, as well as third person il ‘it/he’ in French as follows:14

14. The indexing of A – V sets is intended to show more clearly the “nesting” of AV sets: an Attribute with index n contains as its value n an Attribute – Value set with index n + 1.
In the representation for *tu* ‘you-sg’, the complete absence of the AV set for gender translates the idea that gender for second person *tu* ‘you’ must have a ‘transparent’ α-value, since it can be both masculine and feminine depending on the referent, triggering the corresponding agreement where necessary (*Tu es content(e) ‘you are happy’*). The representation for second person *vous* ‘you’ captures its interpretation as either an honorific second person singular, or a second person plural: the “transparent” α-value for gender and number leaves these features open. The 0-marking of features for *il* ‘it/he’ represents its “default” value (cf. note 10). With this in mind, it is useful to again recall the representations in (30)-(31), which are either entirely (Standard French) or partly “transparent” (Nonstandard French) for features whose AV set is left unspecified.
It may be that the feature representation I have adopted here is too rich. It should nevertheless be viewed as an attempt to provide an explicit formalization of feature blocking and transmission in both phonology and morphosyntax.
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